Editor-less media ﬁle eding

SonicAxiom's AVConvert
fast and easy audio and video (batch-)conversion via context menu
Thank you for your interest in AVConvert, a free, extremely fast and easy-to-use audio and video conversion and
eding tool for Windows. Since its inial release in 2020, AVConvert has evolved into a Swiss-Army-knife of fast and
convenient media ﬁle eding. This document explains all AVConvert funcons and gives you a lot of other useful
informaon and ps for handling media ﬁles. AVConvert is based on the free FFmpeg mulmedia framework
(hps://www.ﬀmpeg.org) and runs on 64-bit Windows systems. On 32-bit Windows machines, you need to download
the latest FFmpeg stac release EXE ﬁle from the aforemenoned website and replace the 64-bit version that came
with AVConvert.

Descripon
AVConvert adds a variety of eding and
conversion opons to the right-click context menu
of video, audio and some image ﬁle formats in
Windows Explorer. It also appears in the folder
background context menu. Using AVConvert, you
can convert media ﬁles from one media format to
another and do a lot of other useful things with
your media ﬁles simply by right-clicking them,
thus, extremely fast and without having to launch
a dedicated applicaon and without having to
tweak any se1ngs. Whether you wanna convert a
single or hundreds of ﬁles at once, the conversion
simply requires highlighng the desired ﬁle(s) in
cascaded context-menu format conversion options of a mov video file.
Windows Explorer window and then selecng the
(AVConvert version 2022-03-09)
desired opon in the context menu. In the case of
simultaneous conversion of mulple ﬁles, all
selected ﬁles must have the same ﬁle extension. AVConvert is designed to complete tasks as quickly and unintrusively
as possible. With common video eding programs, many processes require considerable rendering me. With
AVConvert, even dealing with huge source ﬁles, numerous processes require only a few seconds to complete since the
source material is not me-consumingly recompressed but simply copied from the source to the desnaon ﬁle! Both
audio and video quality remain enrely untouched in those cases! This is one of the very special features that
diﬀerenate AVConvert from most other video and audio eding programs - including commercial ones - and it is why
it far surpasses so many other programs in terms of speed and preservaon of image and sound quality. If you use
SATA-SSD or even M.2 NVMe SSD drives, the gain in speed by working with AVConvert is even greater!
For example, two of the very useful features of AVConvert are lossless video ﬁle trimming and lossless video ﬁle
concatenaon. Cu1ng and re-ordering large amounts of video clips is a ma9er of seconds or minutes at the most
instead of hours previously! You can also give your 16:9 video footage a cinemac wide-screen look in just a few
seconds and without loosing quality by using the lossless cropping feature! Only if a video format conversion or an
image overlay process needs to be carried out, recompression of the video data is unavoidable and does the
conversion take correspondingly longer. However, conversion parameters are preset in a way that quality loss is
compensated for by a slightly increased bitrate and is therefore virtually impercepble.
As menoned before, AVConvert is based on the free FFmpeg framework. To update ﬀmpeg.exe, you can simply
overwrite the supplied 64-bit ﬀmpeg.exe with a then current version, namely with the regular "FFmpeg stac" version,
which can be found free of charge on the website menoned in the ﬁrst paragraph. Please note that you must use the
ﬀmpeg.exe (32-bit or 64-bit) that corresponds to your operang system. Most Windows computers today run a 64-bit
system.
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AVConvert adds a variety of entries to the Windows registry in order for the conversion opons to appear in media
ﬁles' context menus. If you click on one of these entries, a simple, human-readable DOS batch ﬁle is executed,
containing the corresponding FFmpeg commands. AVConvert can be easily installed (rather registered in the system)
with three mouse clicks and can be unregistered from the computer likewise with three mouse clicks without leaving
any trace behind in the registry. The package is quite small yet extremely powerful. It will deﬁnitely simplify and speed
up your work with lots of media ﬁles.
For quick reference, you may wanna have a look at the provided "AVConvert public - all context menus overview.pdf"
document. It shows all AVConvert context menus and sub-menus expanded to get an idea of all exisng features.

Installaon
AVConvert is not installed in the usual way how programs get installed by launching a setup/installer .exe ﬁle. Instead,
the required context menu entries have to be added to the Windows registry. To register AVConvert in your system,
follow these steps:
1.

Extract the AVConvert folder from zip ﬁle to the root of your C:\ drive. The path "C:\AVConvert" is hardcoded into the batch ﬁles, thus, mandatory! Reason being that this way, AVConvert can be registered and
work on any Windows computer regardless the local language.

2. Double-click the provided "AVConvert - add cascaded context menu.reg" and click OK two mes - done.
Congratulaons, you can now enjoy various media ﬁle eding opons in the right-click menu of your media ﬁles. By
right-clicking the empty area of a folder (folder background) you can ﬁnd out which version of AVConvert is currently
installed on your computer.

Uninstall
To completely unregister AVConvert, double-click "AVConvert - remove cascaded context menu.reg" and click OK two
mes. All registry entries associated with AVConvert will be removed (nothing more - nothing less!). You may then
delete the enre AVConvert folder incl. its sub-folders. Important: Always use the "... remove... .reg" ﬁle that came
with the version you want to uninstall!

Updang AVConvert
Please always remove your current AVConvert version before registering another one. To unregister the current
version, proceed as described under "Uninstall". Do not use a removal reg ﬁle provided by another version to remove
your current version! While there's no risk of system damage, it might happen that other versions will not completely
remove all context menu entries added by your current version. A:er removal is completed, you may safely delete all
ﬁles inside the AVConvert folder. However, if you intend to connue using current AVConvert se<ngs templates and
other personal preferences with the new version, don't delete the AVConvert\USER sub-folder (nor its sub-folders) and
you may also wanna keep the AVConvert\Logos folder which includes your own logos and insert images. Extract all
other ﬁles from the new version into the AVConvert folder and ﬁnally double-click the new "AVConvert - add ... .reg"
ﬁle and click OK two mes.
The AVConvert\USER sub-folder is used to store user preferences like the preferred video frame rate, the path for
screen video recordings and other user-related se<ngs. Cropping templates and video conversion templates are also
stored in dedicated sub-folders of the USER folder.

Some background informaon
Among other things, AVConvert allows you to convert your media ﬁles between the most common media ﬁle formats.
When converng audio to audio, you can choose between various lossless and lossy formats. The lossless formats are
AIFF, FLAC, TTA, WAV and WV. Conversions between these formats do not lead to any change in quality. The only
disadvantage of lossless audio formats is that they require more storage space. The special feature of the FLAC, TTA
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and WV formats is that the audio data is also compressed here but without any loss of quality! The resulng ﬁles are
smaller as a result but are idencal in quality to the original uncompressed ﬁles. Though, the reducon in ﬁle size is
not quite as signiﬁcant as when converng to a lossy audio format.
The lossy audio formats are AC3, MP3, M4A, OGG, OPUS, CCITT a-law, and CCITT mu-law. These formats omit
seemingly impercepble components of the original audio, so less data needs to be stored and the resulng ﬁles are
signiﬁcantly smaller than the uncompressed versions. However, the omi.ed audio informaon cannot be recovered,
even by converng back to an uncompressed format. When converng mulple mes between lossy formats, the
quality losses accumulate.
The uncompressed audio format WAV is the central audio format in AVConvert. WAV is best suited for post-processing
audio in an audio editor or in a DAW. Even if the lost details of compressed audio ﬁles cannot be recovered by
converng back to WAV, it is sll best pracce to convert lossy formats to WAV in order to post-process the material in
audio editors.
Convert AC3, MP3, M4A, OGG, OPUS, TTA, FLAC, WavPack, AIFF, CCITT a-law and CCITT mu-law to WAV and convert
WAV to AC3, MP3, M4A, OGG, OPUS, TTA, FLAC, WavPack , AIFF, CCITT a-law and CCITT mu-law. Exisng metadata
(addional informaon and tags) present in the source ﬁles is transferred to the target ﬁle, provided the target format
supports the storage of such metadata. In general, you cannot convert from any audio format directly to every other
format but you can always convert to WAV ﬁrst and then to the desired target format.
Numerous video eding funcons in AVConvert are lossless for both the video material and the audio which is
interleaved in the video ﬁle! This is a major advantage
of AVConvert over many other - even commercial programs! In addion to avoiding any loss of quality
you also beneﬁt from much faster processing since,
during lossless processes, source data is not
recalculated, as is usually the case, but only copied to
the new target ﬁle. The processing speed is therefore
not depending on the CPU power but on the read and
write speeds of the hard drive which are especially
fast in the case of SSD drives. The greater the amount
of data to be processed, the greater the me-saving
through fast transcoding in contrast to the very slow
and at the same me quality-reducing recompression.
cascaded context-menu lossy format conversion options of a wav audio file.
(AVConvert version 2022-03-09)
In case of video conversions, AVConvert saves the
output ﬁles in h.264 codec in the MKV video
container which is currently the most versale and compable.
In cases where a format conversion requires recalculaon, artefacts are kept at a minimum. AVConvert's default
conversion quality is set to High Quality (HiQ) for both audio and video but you can switch to Low Quality (LoQ) mode
separately for audio and video at any me. This roughly halves the data rate of video and audio, so the resulng ﬁles
are about half the size of those in HiQ mode. However, video and audio material hardly shows any artefacts worth
menoning even when using the LoQ mode. However, the ﬁles are much easier manageable, take up signiﬁcantly less
space and can also be sent much faster via the Internet.
Incidentally, I came up with the idea of creang AVConvert in the summer of 2020 when I was looking for a way to
convert the o?en very unwieldy large 4k video ﬁles from my Olympus camera as quickly as possible (preferably with
just one click) and convert them into smaller, more manageable versions without any loss of quality. I also run a
recording studio and constantly have to convert large amounts of media ﬁles between all imaginable formats.
Here's another me-saving p. It aﬀects the way you transfer image and video ﬁles from your camera to the computer. I automated
this process as follows:
A er connec ng my camera to the computer via USB, it is automa cally recognized by a program called "USB Drive Le er Manager"
and is always automa cally assigned the same drive le(er which I speciﬁed. Without this tool, Windows itself assigns a more or less
random drive le(er to it which greatly defeats the automa on of the process. Since the path to the camera is now always the same,
I can use a batch ﬁle to trigger a copy command which transfers all videos and images from the camera to a folder of my choice for
reviewing. As soon as the copying process is complete, I double-click on a second batch ﬁle which in a ﬁrst step deletes all data on
the camera in order to free up the storage space on the SD card and then automa cally "safely removes" the camera.
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For this convenient procedure to work you need:

•

USB Drive Leer Manager
(hps://www.uwe-sieber.de/usbdlm_e.html)
The provider's homepage describes how to permanently assign desired drive leers to USB drives.

•

USB disk ejector
(hps://quickandeasysoware.net/soware/usb-disk-ejector)
This u&lity sits in the no&ﬁca&on area at the boom right corner of the desktop and allows USB devices to be removed
quickly (much faster than the Windows internal func&on). Most notably, however, it can be controlled via batch
commands.

•

First, create the batch ﬁle for copying the camera's data to the computer (the process will start a,er double-clicking on
this ﬁle). To create a batch ﬁle, start by ﬁrst crea&ng an empty text ﬁle (right-click in Explorer - New - Text document).
Paste the following command line into it and then save the ﬁle labelled something like "Copy pictures and videos from
camera.bat" (make sure to save with the ﬁle extension ".bat" instead of ".txt"!):
xcopy "O:\DCIM\100OLYMP\*.*" /S /E "E:\AVTemp\" /-Y
This command causes Windows to copy all ﬁles from the source path "O:\DCIM\100OLYMP\" to the target folder "E:\
AVTemp\". You will be prompted with a warning message before ﬁles of the same name are overwrien in the target path.
You must adapt the source path and the target folder path to your requirements in the command and then save the batch
ﬁle. Create a shortcut to it on the desktop and double-click it whenever you want to copy ﬁles from your connected
camera to the computer. As soon as the copying DOS window closes, all ﬁles (images and videos) have been copied to the
des&na&on folder.

•

Launch an image viewer (I recommend using XnView or FastStone Image Viewer) and browse through all the copied
images and videos to ensure all media ﬁles have been correctly copied.

•

To delete all ﬁles in your camera and then safely remove it from the computer, create another batch ﬁle with the following
command:
del "O:\DCIM\100OLYMP\*.*"
"D:\Programme\USB Disk Ejector\USB_Disk_Eject.exe" /REMOVELETTER O

•

Adjust the speciﬁed paths to your requirements here as well (also the expression "/REMOVELETTER O"; of course your
camera's drive leer must be entered here instead of "O").

•

Place a shortcut on the desktop for this batch ﬁle as well. If you now (a,er successfully copying and checking the data!)
wanna delete the pictures and videos on the camera and remove the camera safely, simply double-click the batch ﬁle and
wait un&l all message windows have been closed.

•

Finally, I would like to recommend the old but s&ll incomparably useful program "Stamp 2.8"
(hp://klingebiel.com/tempest/hd/stamp_versions.htm). It's an automa&c, intelligent ﬁle renaming tool capable of batchrenaming large numbers of digital images. It can look up the crea&on date and crea&on &me as well as other EXIF
informa&on from the metadata stored in the images and put this informa&on into the ﬁle names. File names such as
"2021-07-23 - 15-04-29 - trip to Madrid with Dave.jpg" are way more meaningful than "DCF_030239.jpg". Another beneﬁt
is that the ﬁles are sorted chronologically in Windows Explorer. It is then no longer necessary to open an image in an
image viewer only to ﬁnd out what the image is about.

Now, let's get back to AVConvert: Converted ﬁles are always saved in the same folder as the original ﬁles. To reduce the
risk of ﬁle name collisions, converted ﬁles' names are ge!ng meaningful suﬃxes, such as:
"Name of video.mkv" -> "Name of video - 1080p - crop 184px - logo_03f.mkv"
"Music.wav" -> "Music - 48k.wav"
"More music.mp3" -> "More music - le channel only.mp3" (a(er extrac)ng le( audio channel of MP3 ﬁle)
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If an already exisng ﬁle with the same target name is found when a conversion process is triggered you can decide in
the DOS window whether the exisng ﬁle should be overwrien or not by entering y for yes or n for no.
Since AVConvert is operated via the context menu, user input opons are limited. Nevertheless, numerous parameters
can be adjusted by the user (cu'ng mes, length of video sequences, display length of tle or image overlays or of
images in a slide-show video, etc.). User input of the parameters is accomplished via simple plain text ﬁles which
AVConvert opens for you to edit values. The entries you make here are retained unl you either change them again,
perform a global parameter reset in the encoding quality menu or go through the AVConvert updang process. All
se'ngs remain acve a.er re-boong the computer.
If you start a conversion process that is impossible to run or for which you speciﬁed incorrect parameters, the process
will be aborted immediately and the AVConvert DOS window will immediately disappear. An output ﬁle with a ﬁle size
of 0 kB may be generated in some cases. Delete this empty ﬁle and select a diﬀerent conversion opon or check if the
parameters you had set were correct. When entering user values into the parameter text ﬁles, care must be taken not
to accidentally change the suggested format of the parameter values and notably not to add addional blank lines
a.er the values.
When you use AVConvert for video eding (trimming, concatenang, overlaying tles, text or logos, resizing, etc.), the
workﬂow is quite diﬀerent from using a regular video eding program. This is on purpose! AVConvert neither provides
a preview nor an eding meline. You control all processes exclusively via the context menu - triggering funcons and
changing parameters. This workﬂow may seem odd at ﬁrst, however, you will quickly noce the beneﬁts of this
approach in many situaons. Use your media player as a previewing device to determine the start or end mes when
you are planning to trim videos. AVConvert is not intended to or capable of replacing convenonal video editors.
However, in contrast to these, it can do many things much faster and losslessly. You can accomplish impressive and
professional-looking videos without ever having to open a single clip in a video editor! With AVConvert, you perform
"editor-less media ﬁle eding".
For AVConvert to be able to create professional-grade video content, I thought it should meet at least these
requirements:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

It should be able to overlay an insert image (tle image or lower thirds) over video footage for an adjustable
period of me. The user should also be able to choose whether the tle image should appear and disappear
instantly or fade in and out smoothly.
Opon to overlay a permanently visible logo/watermark over the video material.
The user should be able to overlay the temporary tle image or lower thirds and the permanent logo at the
same me.
Opon to overlay text over the video material for an adjustable amount of me.
The user should be able to overlay the temporary text and the permanent logo at the same me.

Meanwhile, AVConvert meets all these criteria! Title image, text and logo inserons are possible - separately or
simultaneously - even when creang videos from individual JPG images incl. background music or while slowly
zooming into video footage.
The "AVConvert public - all menus overview.pdf" ﬁle that comes with AVConvert gives you a quick overview of all the
context menu items available in AVConvert. For the sake of simplicity, I have listed only the typical menu items for
certain ﬁle types, e.g. for MKV ﬁles in case of video ﬁles. Idencal or similar opons can also be found in the context
menus of other video ﬁles (MOV, MP4, etc.). However, in the case of video, MKV is the core format with the most
opons. For instance, if an opon does not exist in the MOV context menu, transcode the MOV ﬁle to MKV losslessly in
an instant and then trigger the desired eding funcon from the MKV context menu.
Over me, I will gradually add informaon to the explanaons column already present in the overview ﬁle. In the
following secons, all menu items are explained in detail.
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All AVConvert menus explained
1. Context menus when right-clicking audio ﬁles
1.1. "convert audio with AVConvert (lossyly) ..."
This menu comes up when you right-click an audio ﬁle. You can convert audio ﬁles to other audio formats. While the
WAV context menu oﬀers entries for conversion to all possible target formats (lossy and lossless), other audio formats
may only oﬀer a restricted number of op%ons here but you can always convert from any format to any other format by
going via the WAV format. For example, if you want to convert from MP3 to M4A, please convert MP3 to WAV ﬁrst and
then from convert WAV to M4A.
1.2. "convert audio with AVConvert (lossylessly) ..."
In the this ontext menu you con convert WAV ﬁles losslessly into other lossless audio formats also ﬁnd op%ons to split
a stereo wave ﬁle into two separate mono ﬁles, to combine two mono wave ﬁles into one stereo ﬁle or to convert an
LR (le.-right) stereo ﬁle to MS (mid-side) stereo (or vice-versa).
1.3. "change sample rate with AVConvert..."
This feature is only available for uncompressed audio formats and allows you to change the sample rate of audio ﬁles
from 44.1kHz to 48kHz and vice versa.
1.4. "change bit depth with AVConvert..."
This func%on is only available in the WAV context menu and allows you to change the bit depth of audio ﬁles from 16
to 24 bit and vice versa. Files with a bit depth of 24 bits oﬀer be6er sound quality at very low signal levels (favourable
for classical music).
1.5. "extract audio with AVConvert..."
This func%on is available in the M4A, MP3 and WAV context menu and allows to save only the le. or right audio
channel from a stereo ﬁle.
In the context menu of AAC ﬁles you have the op%on to transcode AAC audio into the M4A container. M4A is easier to
play back for some media players than the raw AAC format.
Likewise, in the M4A context menu, you can extract raw AAC from the M4A container ﬁle.
1.6. "change channel order with AVConvert..."
This func%on allows changing the channel order of mul%-channel/surround ﬁles from FL, FR, C, LFE, SL, SR (front le.,
front right, centre, subwoofer, surround le., surround right) to FL, C, FR, SL, SR, LFE (and vice versa).
1.7. "create true stereo IR with AVConvert..."
This func%on is only available in the WAV context menu and allows you to create 4-channel true stereo impulse ﬁles
from WAV stereo impulse ﬁles (used in convolu%on reverb plugins in professional audio edi%ng programs), op%onally
in the channel sequence LRLR or LRRL.

2. Context menus when right-clicking video ﬁles
2.1. "convert audio with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can convert the audio stream present in a video ﬁle to WAV, convert 2 or 3 stereo audio streams
present in the video ﬁle to either 2/3 separate stereo ﬁles or to a single 4- or 6-channel wave ﬁle (useful when dealing
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with mul -channel OBS video ﬁles) or convert the ﬁrst audio stream in a video (e.g. PCM WAV) to AAC. In the la#er
case, the audio is not saved outside the video but is actually replaced inside the video while video quality remains
en rely untouched!
In the "convert audio" context menu of MKV video ﬁles, you'll ﬁnd an op on to create a copy of the video ﬁle where
the original audio is replaced by AAC audio.
2.2. "extract audio with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can extract the audio stream(s) from a video individually with no quality loss (i.e. without conversion
to another format). The menu features many common audio formats, depending on the number and type of audio
streams present in the video ﬁle. To determine the type and no. of audio streams present in a video ﬁle, I recommend
installing the free MediaInfo u lity. A0er installing this program, it can display tool p messages revealing informa on
about all important media parameters when hovering the mouse pointer over a media ﬁle in Windows Explorer. This
makes it very easy to ﬁnd out which audio stream is stored within a video and which audio extrac on op on to select
in the context menu. If you try to extract a format that doesn't exist, nothing will happen. In some cases, AVConvert
may create an empty 0 kB ﬁle. Simply delete this ﬁle and try extrac ng the correct format and stream number.
2.3. "de-mux video/audio losslessly with AVConvert ..."
This menu allows you to save the video and the audio data of a video ﬁle to separate ﬁles. You have to pick the correct
audio stream type (the free tool MediaInfo can help you iden fying what type of audio stream is present in a video).
2.4. "mux losslessly with AVConvert ..."
This menu allows you to add an audio stream to a video or replace an exis ng audio stream in a video with an new
one. The process of combining video and audio data without quality loss is called mul plexing or muxing in short. If
the video doesn't have an audio stream, one will be added. If one or more audio streams are already present in the
video, you can determine whether the new audio stream should replace all others or should be added as an addi onal
stream to the exis ng ones. Unless you right-click the new audio ﬁle and select "AVConvert - Memorize this ﬁle's
name", the audio you want to mux has to be in the same folder as the video, it should be of the same length as the
video and it must have the same ﬁle name (except for the ﬁle extension, of course). Now, right click the video ﬁle and
select "MKV video with ...", clicking on the desired entry showing the desired audio format and type of muxing (add or
replace) or which click on the entry "MKV video with custom audio ﬁle" (add or replace). If there are other
appropriately named video and audio ﬁles in the folder, the muxing process will be carried out in the same way (add or
replace) for the other ﬁles, too.
2.5. "adjust audio oﬀset with AVConvert ..."
This menu allows you to input a desired audio sync oﬀset value (in seconds) to shi0 the audio forward of backwards in
me with respect to the video. First, click on "1. oﬀset in seconds" and specify the desired value. Use the decimal
point when entering decimal values (not a comma)! Nega ve values will make the audio play back earlier. Put the
minus sign directly in front of the value (E. g. -0.825). Don't forget to save the text ﬁle a0er you have entered the value.
Click on "2. apply oﬀset" to create the new video incl. the oﬀset audio. The oﬀset value will be included into the output
video's ﬁle name.
2.6. "crop video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can crop por ons of your videos. This process is not only lossless but also reversible! For instance,
you can quickly give your videos a cinema c wide-screen look without quality loss by selec ng one of the top/bo#om
cropping presets. No black area is inserted into the video, instead, the corresponding area will not get shown in your
video player so0ware (at least not in MediaPlayerClassic and PotPlayer which I'm using). Note that you have to conﬁrm
to AVConvert what the input/source video's resolu on is prior to actually cropping by clicking on the corresponding
resolu on conﬁrma on entry for 720p, 1080p, 1440p or 2160p (2160p (=4k) being the default seCng)! Also note that
rela vely large top/bo#om cropping values such as 284 or 220 pixels are more suitable for cropping large format 4k
and 2k videos while smaller values are more suitable for cropping small format videos (e.g. 720p or 1080p).
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Please note that you can specify arbitrary cropping areas in the following AVConvert menu item (described under 2.7).
Of course, you can crop videos several "mes in a row or deliberately crop small-format videos with rela"vely large
values in order to achieve a special look but then it can happen that such videos are not played back smoothly in your
video playback so%ware. Since video cropping is lossless and also extremely fast, you can simply try diﬀerent values to
ﬁnd out what your preferred result is.
Note that the losslessly cropped ﬁles actually s"ll contain all of the original video footage! The cut-oﬀ part is just not
shown during playback! This is a very unique feature that no other video program oﬀers as far as I know! So you can
re-crop a video already cropped by AVConvert to make areas that you thought were cut out visible again! Essen"ally,
cropping videos in AVConvert is not only lossless in one direc"on but losslessly reversible! Conversely, this implies that
if you want to re-crop a previously cropped video (thus making it even smaller) you have to add the previous crop
values to those of the new one on the second pass to actually make the cropped area smaller (if this is your inten"on).
Example: To crop a 1920x1080px (FullHD) video area in the exact centre of the original footage from a 4k source video
you'd set x-oﬀset to 960 ((3840-1920)/2), y-oﬀset to 540 ((2160-1080)/2), width to 1920 and height to 1080 while
making sure that input video resolu"on has been conﬁrmed to be set to 3840x2160.
To make the cropped dimensions of a video permanent and irreversible, you can use one of AVConvert's (non-lossless)
video conversion op"ons (resize (even to the same resolu"on), resize incl. adding logo/text/image). This will
permanently discard the previously hidden areas and render them unrecoverable.
The last four menu op"ons in this menu let you specify the source video's resolu"on which is important for AVConvert
to know in order to correctly crop videos that had already been cropped before.
2.7. "AVConvert crop sengs templates ..."
In this menu you can save the se@ngs for cropping videos in templates, reload saved templates and edit templates.
The ﬁrst menu entry allows the currently valid se@ngs to be used to crop other videos.
The second entry allows you to save the current crop se@ngs as a template. For this purpose, the currently valid crop
values are saved in a text ﬁle and are then displayed. If necessary, you can make changes to the values here or simply
save the ﬁle under the desired name in the AVConvert templates folder. The ﬁrst number listed indicates the x oﬀset of
the crop, i.e. how many pixels should be cropped from the le% edge of the source video image. The second value is the
y oﬀset and speciﬁes how much to crop from the top edge of the source video. With the third value you determine the
width of the video cut out of the source video. The fourth value is the height of the cropped video area and the last
two values are the width and height of the source video material. AVConvert needs informa"on about the source
video's width and height in order to correctly determine the cropping area depending on the source video (possibly
already cropped). The general rule is: If you set crop values that are too high, so that there is prac"cally nothing le% of
the original video, the output video will be displayed in black and will not play.
Make sure that all the values you enter are even, i.e. divisible by 2! Please also note that AVConvert cannot check the
values you enter for errors or plausibility.
The next menu op"on in the video crop submenu allows you to re-use the last entered/currently valid custom crop
values again without the need to re-type them into the input dialogue in order to crop other videos in the exact same
way.
2.8. "AVConvert: convert video and special video fx ..."
By clicking on one of the transcoding op"on entries in this menu you can losslessly transcode MOV videos (or MP4
videos in case you right clicked an MP4) into a MKV video container or transcode MKV videos into MP4. This op"on is
useful since a number of advanced video edi"ng func"ons of AVConvert are not available in the MOV and MP4 context
menus but only in the MKV context menu.
In the MKV context menu, this op"on allows to transcode the video to MP4, either keeping the original audio or
replacing it with AAC audio.
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The "smart phone portrait-orienta on" menu entry allows to convert portrait-orientaon smart phone video footage
that has large black borders to the le and the right of the video into a 16:9 video with no black borders. A blurred, rescaled copy of the original footage is put into the background of the original video.
The "reverse video" opon converts the video so that it
plays backwards.
The last menu entries allow you to convert video ﬁles to
diﬀerent variants of the ProRes format.
2.9. "convert
overlays ..."

video

with

AVConvert

and

include

You can use this menu to resize your videos to the output
resoluon currently set in AVConvert'S encoding quality
se/ngs (accessible via folder background context-menu)
while also overlaying a temporary tle image, text or a
permanent logo at the same me. You can decide to either
keep (copy) the original audio format or to convert the
audio to AAC in the same process. By default, AVConvert will
insert key frames (= fully encoded images) into the target
video every 0.3 seconds and also at scene changes during
any type of video conversion. This is with regard to the fact
that video material can only be cut losslessly at key frames.
The more key frame occurrences there are in a video, the
more precisely you can edit it losslessly. For more
informaon on key frames see the grey info box.
If overlay images had been speciﬁed, those will
automacally get included into the output video. Regarding
tle image overlays, you can choose whether the tle image
should appear abruptly or should be faded in and out
smoothly.

A lile side note: In video encoding, to reduce ﬁle size,
not all but only a few video frames are saved as full
images (key-frames or i-frames). Images between keyframes can be either P- or B-frames. They only store the
diﬀerences in the pixels with regard to their preceding
key-frame. Since most of the &me only a few pixels
change from one frame to the next, the P-frame/B-frame
method can signiﬁcantly reduce the amount of video
data that needs to be stored. Cu)ng video footage at
key-frames - when done properly like in AVConvert - is a
fast and lossless process. However, cu)ng video at P- or
B-frames requires recompressing the en&re video ﬁle
which takes a lot of &me and results in genera&on loss. It
is therefore very useful that AVConvert inserts a large
number of key-frames into videos during any of its video
conversion processes because this makes it possible to
cut a video losslessly with suﬃcient &ming accuracy later
on, en&rely avoiding a second recompression pass since
key-frames now occur every 0.3 seconds and also on
scene changes. Depending on the origin of the video
material, the original key-frame frequency can vary
between once per second and once every 30 seconds
which deﬁnitely doesn't yield suﬃcient edi&ng accuracy
to favour lossless cu)ng. To increase cu)ng transi&on
quality, AVConvert doesn't insert any B-frames at all
during conversions since those tend to cause glitches at
clip transi&ons.

Clicking one of the "start process" opons launches the actual conversion process of the video, either copying the
original audio or converng it to AAC.

top-/bottom-cropped "widescreen" video incl. temporary text and permanent logo in the top left corner
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top-/bottom-cropped "widescreen" video incl. temporary text insertion but without permanent logo

2.12. "insert image (+ logo) into video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can opt to embed a temporary insert/tle image and a permanent logo at the same me.
In the ﬁrst submenu entry, you can modify the desired insert image. You may skip this step and just re-use the
currently set image. AVConvert will use the insert image start ad end mes.
If you don't want to include a permanent logo in addion to the insert image, enter 0 as the logo's ﬁle name. If you do
want to include a logo, make sure the one you chose is matching the source video's resoluon! Finally, click on one of
the "start process" opons to start the conversion process. The ﬁrst one will copy the original audio data while the
second one will convert the original audio to AAC.

top-/bottom-cropped "widescreen" video incl. temporary insert image/title and permanent logo in the top left corner

2.13. "cut video losslessly with AVConvert ..."
This menu allows you to losslessly cut video footage blazingly fast and without quality loss! In the ﬁrst step, click on
the ﬁrst submenu entry and enter the desired cut in point. Video before this point will not be copied to the output
video. The format for entering the me is 00:00:00 (hh:mm:ss), 00:00:00 is also the default value for the start me
which means nothing is cut oﬀ from the beginning of the video by default. You might add a decimal suﬃx to the me
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(like 00:03:48.5) to increase cung accuracy but the actual outcome depends on the key-frame frequency of the
source video.
If necessary, save the edited start %me and then click on entry 2. to specify the cut-out or end point (un%l AVConvert
version 2022-08-17 this value speciﬁed the length of the video footage to be retained instead of the cut-out point). The
%me format is iden%cal to that of the start %me, the default value is 00:00:10, i.e. 10 seconds. If you only want to crop
a por%on at the beginning of a video but not at the end, set the cut-out value to a number that is beyond that of the
video's length.
Finally click on "start trimming process".
Accuracy of lossless trimming is determined by the frequency of key-frames present in the video ﬁle. If you had
previously converted the video footage using one of AVConvert's video conversion op%ons, the key-frame frequency
and therefore the cung accuracy is 0.5 seconds or be2er.
In the last entry of this context menu sub-menu of MKV ﬁles, you can specify if AVConvert should convert the original
audio in the video ﬁle to AAC while cung.
2.14. "concatenate losslessly with AVConvert ..."
By using this feature, you can losslessly concatenate any number of video ﬁles (which must all have absolutely iden%cal
media parameters) into a single video in just a few seconds. This feature is one of the most powerful in AVConvert and
outshines many other video programs in terms of speed and output quality!
Right-click on any of the videos to enter the video ﬁle type's context menu. You don't have to right-click on a speciﬁc
video here. Then, click on the ﬁrst submenu item of the menu "concatenate videos losslessly with AVConvert ..." to
create a list of the video ﬁles of the clicked ﬁle type in the relevant folder. You will instantly ﬁnd a new text ﬁle named
"concat_video_list_MOV.txt" in the folder (assuming you had clicked on a MOV ﬁle). The newly created text ﬁle
contains an alphabe%cal list of all videos of the respec%ve video format in that folder (MKV, MOV or MP4).
If you want to concatenate all videos listed in the text ﬁle in exactly this order, right-click again on any video ﬁle of the
ﬁle type in ques%on and select "2. concatenate videos from MOV list" from the concatena%on menu (using the MOV
extension as an example here - you could also concatenate MKV and MP4 ﬁles). Since AVConvert only copies data and
doesn't recompresses anything, the speed of the concatena%on is only limited by the read and write speeds of your
hard drive. In other words, concatena%on is blazingly fast - as fast as your computer can get, and video and audio
quality remain en%rely unaﬀected! A@er the concatena%on process has ended, you will ﬁnd the concatenated
"videos_concat.mov" ﬁle in the folder. Concatenate an hour worth of 4k video footage without quality loss in only 20
seconds! This is where using M.2 and SSD drives (and AVConvert) really pays oﬀ!
If you don't want all the videos in the list to be concatenated or you want to change the concatena%on order, open the
text ﬁle and simply delete the lines you don't want or rearrange entries as you like (but without changing the speciﬁc
formang of the entries!). Then, go back to the MOV context menu and immediately select the second concatena%on
command again. You'll soon realize that this feature is one of the most powerful in AVConvert! Concatena%on is so fast
that you can easily try out completely diﬀerent video clip sequences, even with large amounts of video, un%l you have
found the sequence that you prefer - and all that without any loss of quality! As you can imagine, with tradi%onal video
programs, this is a near impossible task given the %me it takes to re-render every %me! Whether you make even the
%niest changes in such programs, the en%re output video has to be recalculated which takes a lot of %me. This is where
AVConvert can play its biggest trump card: Whether small or large changes in the concatenea%on order are desired or
required, the process itself always remains a ma2er of a few minutes, mostly even seconds!
Please make absolutely sure that the already concatenated ﬁle "videos - concat.mov" (or "videos - concat.mkv" or
"videos - concat.mp4" respec%vely, depending on which ﬁle type you had previously concatenated) is not listed in the
video list text ﬁle when you trigger a new concatena%on because otherwise the new concatena%on process will
a2empt to concatenate itself over and over again, causing the concat ﬁle to grow un%l it eventually ﬁlls up the en%re
drive space.
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Also note that concatena ng media ﬁles that are not structured iden cally (e.g. origina ng from diﬀerent cameras)
can lead to very loud audio glitches during playback! You can only concatenate video material from diﬀerent sources
without risk if you have brought it "to a common denominator" with AVConvert in terms of format, for example by
conver ng it to 2160p with AVConvert (possibly also including text or insert image and a logo during the same
conversion pass).
2.15. "extract sll images from video ..."
In this menu you can save JPG s ll images from videos. In the ﬁrst step, specify the star ng point in the video from
which frames are to be extracted (more precisely: the star ng second). In the second step you can set the end point of
the extrac on sec on (the end second). In the third step you can determine how many images per second should be
saved from the video sec on you have deﬁned. The default value is 1, which means that a single frame per second is
extracted from the video. If you enter 5 here, ﬁve frames from each second of video of the sec on you deﬁned will be
saved as s ll images. On the other hand, entering 0.5 will extract only one s ll image every 2 seconds.
Clicking on the last menu item starts the extrac on process. The extracted images will get the same name as the video
ﬁle from which they were extracted. However, the ﬁle name is supplemented by informa on about the selected
extrac on area and an ascending four-digit image number. You can theore cally extract up to 9,999 separate frames
from a video which covers more than 6.5 minutes for a video with 25 fps.
Please note that the extrac on process may take quite a long me and that you may end up ﬁnding a large number of
iden cal s ll images a6er the extrac on process. This is because, depending on the star ng loca on you speciﬁed for
the extrac on, AVConvert may encounter non-key-frames at that star ng point. Those cannot be properly extracted
since they don't contain the full image informa on but AVConvert will s ll con nue extrac ng frames un l eventually
encountering the ﬁrst key frame. From that point on, all images should get extracted properly. Just delete all unneeded
s ll images a6er the process completed. If a relevant sec on of the video is not properly converted to s ll images, you
should expand the extrac on range to start a second or two earlier or to end a second or two later. This ensures that
you will be ge9ng the desired sec on extracted properly.
To speed up the extrac on process by a lot you might consider cu9ng the relevant sec on of the video out losslessly
beforehand and then extract s ll images from that shorter video.
2.16. "rotate videos with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can rotate and/or ﬂip (mirror) video footage in 90° steps. This process requires video data
recompression. Depending on the source video format, rota on may or may not work as expected. Some mes, it may
be necessary to perform two or more subsequent rota ons to get to the desired orienta on. Unfortunately, there is no
standard for rota ng or aligning videos.
Target video resolu on depends on the global video output resolu on currently set in AVConvert. As video data has to
be recompressed while it is being rotated, it may be beneﬁcial to choose 2160p resolu on for the intermediate
rota on steps to keep quality loss at a minimum.
2.17. "zoom into video with AVConvert..."
In this menu you can zoom slowly into a video. First, set the speed for the zooming eﬀect (default: 1). Please make sure
that you have set the AVConvert frame rate to match that of the source video (in the folder background AVConvert
overlay se9ngs context menu)! Else, video and audio will get out of sync. This requirement only exists for the "zoom
into video" func on. Clicking on the second menu entry, you can launch the conversion process.
Please note that it is possible to have a temporary tle, temporary text and/or a permanent logo inserted while
crea ng a zoomed-in video! To keep sub-menu entry count as low as possible, I didn't include the necessary sub-menu
entries in this par cular sub-menu. Please use the folder background AVConvert overlay se9ngs context menu which
allows to set up insert graphics, text and logos and their respec ve proper es.
2.18. "overlay video over a video with AVConvert ..."
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This menu allows you to overlay one video over another. Aer clicking on the ﬁrst sub-menu item, enter the ﬁle name
of the ﬁle that is to be overlaid over the video you right-clicked on (e.g. "my foreground video.mp4", incl. quota on
marks!). In the following sub-menu items, specify the second from which the superimposed video should be faded in
and faded out again respec vely. Next, if necessary, you can specify a horizontal and/or ver cal oﬀset for the display
loca on of the overlaid video, as well as the height of the overlay video (all three values in pixels). It is best to try
diﬀerent values for the height value since the ﬁnal size with which the overlaid video will be displayed depends on
many factors, so that the result is not always easy to predict, especially not when background and foreground video
sizes diﬀer and a resize pass is also carried out during the conversion process.
The X and Y values allow you to place the video anywhere on top of the background video. If the video to be overlaid is
to be overlaid horizontally and ver cally centered, leave the default values (W-w)/2 for horizontal centering and (Hh)/2 for ver cal centering. As a result, the image width of the background image (W) is subtracted from that of the
overlaying image (w) and divided by 2. The same applies to the height values of the videos, H and h. If no centering is
desired, use any pixel counts you wish.
Sub-menu items 7. and 8. allow you to determine the volume of the audio streams for the background and foreground
video respec vely in the subsequent output video. A value of 1 means original volume, 0 means that the audio stream
will be muted. Use decimal values between 0 and 1 to adjust the streams' volumes to your liking (0.5 meaning half the
original volume, 1.5 meaning 50% louder than originally).
Click on the last sub-menu item to start the conversion process.
2.19. "super slowmo (+ logo) with AVConvert..."
Using this menu you can create very smooth slowmo videos. You can choose a factor of 1.5, 2, 3 or 4. The process is
not lossless and requires video recompression. This may take quite a long me since the corresponding number of
intermediate interpolated images has to be generated. When op ng for a factor of 4, the process can take around 120
mes the running me of the original video depending on the specs of the computer (a single second of video takes
around 2 mins. to render!). I'd recommend using this feature only on video clips that are a few seconds long. The
interpola on process can produce some artefacts notably when objects are moving very fast between video frames.
With the sub-menu items of the super slowmo context menu, you can embed a logo in the slowed down video
material so that only a single lossy calcula on process is required for slowing down and logo embedding which means
that calcula on artefacts are only half as strong as in two consecu ve conversion processes. If necessary, please read
the detailed explana ons regarding the logo integra on steps in of the logo inser on sec on for the folder background
context menu (sec on 5).
2.20. "speed-up video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can increase the frame rate of videos losslessly so that the video is played back faster. Possible target
frame rate op ons are 24 fps, 25 fps, 29.97 fps, 30 fps and 50 fps (up to 100 fps from 25 fps footage). Simultaneously,
the audio is converted to AAC and stretched to the new video length while preserving its original pitch.
For example, if your source video has a frame rate of 25 fps, select an entry in the frame rate submenu that starts with
"from 25 to" and then speciﬁes the desired target frame rate (e.g.: "from 25 to 30 fps"). Unfortunately, the resul ng
videos are not always played back smoothly. However, it helps if you then convert the speed-changed video with one
of the available AVConvert video conversion op ons (convert only, convert with logo, convert with text/logo, or
convert with insert image/logo). It is therefore beBer to always carry out a frame rate conversion for the video clips in
ques on before you carry out any of the video conversions (including text or logo overlay) so that the video is only
subject to a single recompression pass.
2.21. "slow down video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can losslessly reduce the frame rate of videos so that it is played back slower. Possible target frame
rate op ons are 23.976 fps, 24 fps, 25 fps, 29.97 fps and 30 fps. Simultaneously, the audio is converted to AAC and
stretched to the new video length while preserving the original pitch.
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For instance, if your source video has a frame rate of 30 fps, select an entry in the frame rate submenu that begins
with "from 30 to" and then speciﬁes the desired target frame rate (e.g. "from 30 to 24 fps"). Unfortunately, the
resul#ng videos are not always played back smoothly. However, it helps if you then convert the speed-changed video
with one of the available AVConvert video conversion op#ons (convert only, convert with logo, convert with text/logo,
or convert with insert image/logo). It is therefore be-er to always carry out a frame rate conversion for the video clips
in ques#on before you carry out any of the video conversions (including text or logo overlay) so that the video is only
subject to a single recompression pass.
The last menu entry allows you to convert variable frame rate (VFR) videos from smart phones to constant frame rate
(CFR) which then allows them ge2ng concatenated with regular CFR video footage.

3. Context menus when right-clicking JPG image ﬁles
3.1. "change aspect rao for JPG images ..."
In this menu you can change the aspect ra#o of all currently selected JPG images to 16:9. This is useful if you do not
want to have black borders on the sides of your images when you create videos from those images with AVConvert.
One of the ﬁrst 3 sub-menu entries should be used if the source images have an aspect ra#on that is narrower than
16:9 (portrait-orienta#on images) and the last two sub-menu op#ons should be used when the source images have a
wider aspect ra#on than 16:9 (like some wide smartphone images). Choosing the wrong/inappropriate op#on will
simply do nothing and produce no output image.
The ﬁrst op#on will zoom into the original image un#l its black borders are gone. The following op#ons will add an
enlarged, blurred copy of the original image behind it as a background as o<en seen with portrait-orienta#on
smartphone videos on tv or Youtube. One of these op#ons will retain the original image size whereas the other op#on
will resize it to the output resolu#on currently set in AVConvert (like 2k or 1080p).
The last two op#ons crop the sides of images larger than 16:9, either with or without simultaneousy resizing them.
3.2. "create 1-JPG video + Music with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can very easily create a video from a single JPG image and add either M4A, MP3 or OPUS audio to it.
The audio ﬁle(s) have to be in the same folder and must have the same ﬁle name as the JPG ﬁle. The video will be
created in the output video resolu#on currently set in AVConvert and will have the length of the audio ﬁle.
3.3. "1-JPG video + insert + logo + music ..."
In this menu you can create a video from a single JPG image and at the same #me underlay the video with the sound
of an M4A, MP3 or OPUS audio ﬁle. If desired, a temporary insert #tle and/or a permanently displayed logo can also
be added to the video. The video is created in the length of the audio ﬁle and in the video output resolu#on currently
set in AVConvert. This op#on only works properly with images in 16:9 aspect ra#o. When using images in other
formats, the overlays may not appear correctly.
Follow the numbered steps by ﬁrst specifying the #tle overlay ﬁle, then conﬁrming its placement in the video frame
(top/bo-om), and then the start and end #me of the overlay. If you do not want the #tle and/or the permanent logo
to be displayed, enter "0" (without quota#on marks) as the ﬁle name. You must specify both ﬁles (#tle insert image
and logo) in the target video resolu#on!
In the next step you can specify the ﬁle format of the audio ﬁle to be integrated. The speciﬁca#ons m4a, mp3, opus
and wav are possible. You must rename the audio ﬁle to be used so that it has the same name as the image ﬁle except
for the ﬁle extension. In the following step you can trigger the crea#on of the video ﬁle. If you instead choose the next
menu item, the video have a slow and con#nuous zoom eﬀect into the s#ll image. The zoom eﬀect starts over every
two minutes by default but you can choose to change this as well as how fast the zoom eﬀect will be by clicking the
resp. sub-menu entries.
With the last menu item you can add the same #tle overlay and/or the same logo to all currently selected JPG images
in a folder. No video is generated. This menu entry is aimed at batch-watermarking/-#tling a lot of images at once.
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3.4. "create JPG slide-show video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can quickly and easily create a slide-show video from any number of JPG images in a folder.
AVConvert can create slide-show videos from images in 16:9 or 4:3 aspect ra(o. First, make sure all the images you
want to include in the slide-show video are in the same folder and also make sure all the images are either 16:9 or 4:3
(height x width), not mixed! If you mix images of both formats, the images of the other format will be stretched or
compressed to the currently selected format.
Right-click on any of the JPG images in the folder to get the JPG context menu. Now, click on the entry " Create JPG
slide-show video with AVConvert ..." and then on the entry "1. create a list of all JPG images in the folder" A text ﬁle
labelled "concat_image_list_JPG.txt" is created, in which all JPG images of the folder are listed alphabe(cally.
If you want to include all the images in this alphabe(cal order in the slide-show video (just like the text ﬁle lists them),
you can go straight to the next menu item, otherwise open the text ﬁle and delete any lines with unwanted image
entries or rearrange the order of the entries according to your needs. Be careful not to change the forma5ng of the
entries! Finally, save the ﬁle for your changes to take eﬀect.
In the following submenu item "2. deﬁne display dura#on for images (seconds)" you can set how long each image is
shown in the slide-show before the transi(on to the next image occurs. The default value is 4 seconds. Then, click on
one of the two submenu items "3a." or "3b." to tell AVConvert what aspect ra(o your images are in.
To ﬁnally create the slide-show video, click on "3. create slide-show with the images in the JPG list (audio=silence)". The
slide-show video is now created in the current AVConvert video output resolu(on. If you want to change the
resolu(on, you can do this via the second AVConvert menu item of the JPG context menu "set AVConvert encoding
quality ...".
3.5. "create video from JPG sll images ..."
You can use this menu to also create slide-show videos from JPG images present in a folder. The images must be in
16:9 format! In contrast to the previous func(on, in this menu you have the op(on to determine the number of images
shown per second. The default value is 0.25, which means that the ﬁnished video will switch to the next image every 4
seconds. This corresponds exactly to the slide-show video from the previous menu, but here the images are not crossfaded into one another.
If you set the number of images per second to 1, a new image will be displayed every second and if you enter a value
greater than 1, the corresponding number of images will be shown in one second, which means you can e.g. create a
(me-lapse eﬀect or a kind of fast browsing eﬀect through an image album.
In the ﬁrst step, create the list of all images in the folder. Then, enter the desired value for the frames per second and
ﬁnally click on the last menu entry to start crea(ng the video.

4. Context menu when right-clicking animated GIF ﬁles
4.1. "convert to video with AVConvert ..."
In this menu you can convert an animated GIF ﬁle to an MKV video ﬁle incl. silent AAC audio. The resul(ng video will
have approximate 1080p dimensions.

5. Context menu when right-clicking in the empty area of a folder in Windows Explorer
5.1. "record screen video with AVConvert..."
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In this menu you can create a video of what's currently happening on your screen. Screen video recordings have no
sound! You can later use AVConvert's muxing feature to losslessly add an audio ﬁle of the video ﬁle's length that has
been created separately.
Make sure to ﬁrst specify a storage folder for your screen videos once in AVConvert's global se$ngs menu also
accessible in the folder background context menu. Make sure to include a backslash at the end of the path name (like
in D:\My screen videos\) or else the path will not be recognized correctly!
Please also refer to the global se$ng menu to determine whether the mouse pointer should be included into the
screen recording or not. By default it is included. Likewise, go to the overlays se$ngs menu if you don't want to
include the currently set insert image, custom text or custom logo overlay image since they will be included into the
screen video by default on-the-ﬂy during the screen capturing process! If you don't want that to happen, disable them
in the overlay se$ngs menu.
The ﬁrst sub-menu entry of the screen video menu allows you to record a full-screen video of a FullHD desktop in
1920x1080 (1080p). If you are on a 4k screen, the following menu enrty allows you to recorda FullHD-sized area in the
center of a 4k screen. To help you arrange your windows in order to have them sit in the recording area, you can use
the free so8ware NirCMD (hps://www.nirso.net/uls/nircmd.html). First, unpack the zipped program into a folder
of your choice. Then, create a text ﬁle in the program folder of the tool, name it "all program windows centred and
sized 1080.txt" and enter the following line in it
nircmd win setsize alltop 960 590 1920 1080
Save the text ﬁle and then change its ﬁle extension from .txt to .bat. This turns the ﬁle into a batch ﬁle that can run the
command it contains. Conﬁrm the intermediate security query during the renaming process! Now, either create a
shortcut to the .bat ﬁle or assign it a keyboard shortcut if you are using a program launcher like ControlPad. Whenever
you need all program windows exactly in the middle of the 4k screen and with FullHD dimensions to create a screen
video, ﬁrst call the batch ﬁle and then start the screen recording.
The third sub-menu entry allows you to record the en=re 4k desktop in 4k resolu=on (2160p) at a ﬁxed, reduced frame
rate of 12 fps. Frame rate is limited to 12 fps since 4k screen capturing is very challenging for most computers and the
reduced fps help avoiding lost frames.
5.2. "AVConvert sengs for text overlays ..."
This menu allows you to manage all text overlay-related se$ngs.
5.3. "AVConvert sengs for insert image and logo overlays ..."
This menu allows you to manage all image overlay-related se$ngs. Custom =tle image and logo ﬁles must be saved in
the C:\AVConvert\LOGOS sub-folder following the nameing scheme logo_x.png (where x can be any le?er, number, a
dash or an undescore, like 17 or street). A logo ﬁle that you created yourself could, hence, be a transparent PNG ﬁle
named logo_17.png. or logo_street.png. AVConvert always looks for logo ﬁles with the preﬁx logo_ . You should create
and provide =tle insert and logo ﬁles in all source video resolu=ons that you want to work with because you must
always use the logo in the resolu=on mathing that of the source video.
Frame size of a 4k video is 3840x2160 px in 16:9 format, 2560x1440 px for 2k, 1920x1080 px for FullHD and 1280x720
px for HD. AVConvert comes with my own set of logos, all of them in mul=ple resolu=ons to match every possible
source video resolu=on. The logos incorporated into the PNG images must be located at the exact spot where they
should appear in the video frame since the en=re image will get overlayed. Keep any part of your PNG ﬁle transparent
to let the video shine through. Of course, you may delete my overlay ﬁles. Back up your own overlay ﬁles to an
alternate loca=on to avoid them being overwri?en or deleted during an AVConvert update process. During the
upgrading process, just do not delete the current Logos folder to avoid loosing your logos!
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5.4. "AVConvert: view current overlay images ..."
This menu allows you to view the current AVConvert overlay image ﬁles in an image viewer.
5.5. "AVConvert conversion sengs templates..."
This menu allows you to save the most important AVConvert sengs as templates to very quickly load them when
needed. Via the ﬁrst menu item you can save the currently valid AVConvert sengs to a ﬁle. The following menu item
allows you to load sengs from a saved template ﬁles. Please enter the template ﬁle name without extension into the
prompt. The next menu item allows you to view and edit the current AVConvert parameters. Template ﬁles are simple
TXT ﬁles that list the parameter values line by line. The following sengs are saved (the respec$ve default values are
listed behind them):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

AVConvert video output resolu$on: 2160
AVConvert basic video quality: 33
AVConvert video quality (quality tuning factor): 5
AV Convert audio quality: 2
Insert $tle overlay ﬁle's name: 0 (insert ﬁle 0 is a blank ﬁle, so when using it, no insert $tle will get inserted)
Insert $tle overlay ﬁle placement in video frame (top or bo0om): H-h (means bo0om)
Second at which to start the insert $tle overlay in the video: 2
Second at which the insert $tle overlay will end in the video: 7
Logo ﬁle's name: 0 (logo ﬁle 0 is a blank ﬁle, so when using it, no logo will get inserted)
Horizontal placement of logo ﬁle in video frame: 0 (= le: = default; W-w = right)
Ver$cal placement of logo ﬁle in video frame: 0 (= top, H-h = bo0om)
Text to insert into the video (text ﬁle is empty so that no text will get inserted by default)
Text insert start $me (seconds): 2
Text insert end $me (seconds): 7
Image display dura$on in seconds in JPG slide-show videos: 4
Image frequency per second for JPG $me-lapses: 0.25 (new image every 4 seconds)
Audio format used when crea$ng 1-JPG s$ll image videos with background music: mp3
Audio-video lip-sync correc$on value: 0.0
Start $me in seconds from where you wanna extract s$ll images: 0 (start of video)
End $me in seconds where the extrac$on of s$ll images from the video should end: 2
Number of s$ll images to be extracted per second of video: 1
Video resolu$on of slide-show videos: s=3840x2160 (4k resolu$on; the complete string is necessary to make
the process work incl. the s=)
Image format used to create a slide-show videos from JPG images: 16-9
Cut-in point in lossless video cung op$on (hh:mm:ss): 00:00:00
Cut-out point in lossless video cung op$on (hh:mm:ss): 00:00:15
dura$on of zooming eﬀect in 1-JPG videos un$l zoom starts over (seconds): 120 (= 2 min.)
speed of zooming eﬀect in 1-JPG videos: 1

By opening the current AVConvert sengs via the template edi$ng menu entry you can quickly get an overview of the
currently valid sengs and change parameters, if desired. Make sure to save the template ﬁle a:er having made your
changes and to click on the "ac$vate" menu entry right below the edi$ng entry. This is required to have the new
sengs become eﬀec$ve.
Template ﬁles are par$cularly useful if you want to regularly switch back and forth between combina$ons of sengs
or make quick changes to current parameters.
5.6. "AVConvert encoding quality sengs..."
This menu allows you to set the video output resolu$on used in AVConvert. Op$ons are 720p, 1080p, 1440p (2k) and
2160p (4k), default seng is 2160p. You can also set the AVConvert conversion quality of video and audio conversions
respec$vely to High Quality or Low Quality. Default seng is HiQ for both audio and video encoding. Finally, you can
set the preferred JPG image aspect ra$o that is used for JPG slide-show crea$on.
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5.7. "AVConvert global sengs..."
This menu allows you to set AVConvert's global parameters. Specify your preferred video frame rate, the folder where
screen videos will be saved, whether the mouse pointer is included in screen videos, you can view all current
AVConvert sengs or reset all of its sengs to their defaults.
5.8. "AVConvert version: [date]"
This menu item shows the AVConvert version currently installed.

Hints and ps
•

For more informa!on and videos tutorials regarding AVConvert, please visit my AVConvert YouTube playlist:
h$ps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLGDmmrFsZe3V6aSJu8O03sH7bIG-8iCgp

•

At any !me, you can reset all user-deﬁnable values in AVConvert by going into the MKV, MOV or WAV
encoding quality context menu and choosing "reset all AVConvert parameters to their defaults". In the same
menu, you can ﬁnd an op!on to open a text ﬁle showing/explaining all default values. Default video
dimension is 2160p (4k) and all quality parameters will be set to high.

•

If you intend to concatenate video ﬁles, make sure to only concatenate media ﬁles with matching media
proper"es! They must have exactly the same dimensions, frame rates, video codecs, audio stream proper!es,
etc. or else you may get extremely loud audio glitches!

•

When you are about to concatenate mul!ple videos, make sure to not have a video named "videos - concat"
(ﬁle extension MKV, MOV or MP4) in the concatena!on list since this will create an endless concatena!on
loop ﬁlling up your en!re drive!

•

You may select and, thus, batch-process mul!ple ﬁles at the same !me, however, all selected ﬁles are
required to have the same ﬁle extension and media ﬁle structure, for instance, don't select wave ﬁles and also
mp3 ﬁles at the same !me! Instead, perform the processes on diﬀerent ﬁle types in separate passes. Also, the
number and format of audio streams present in the selected video ﬁles must be iden!cal.

•

In case you trigger a conversion process and a corresponding output ﬁle already exists, you can choose to
either overwrite this ﬁle by typing y into the DOS window or opt to cancel the process by typing n.

•

If the DOS conversion process window terminates immediately, this indicates that the chosen op!on could
not be performed. For instance, this may happen when you try to extract wav audio from a video that does
not contain any wav audio or it does contain wav audio but you opted to extract the wrong stream number.
Please delete the resul!ng empty ﬁle and try using one of the other op!ons instead. To easily determine what
audio stream format is actually present in a given video ﬁle (or video container), I recommend using the
mouse-over proper!es tool-!p provided by the app MediaInfo.

•

Make sure to choose the correct extrac!on format! Else, you could fool yourself by geng a ﬁle with the
expected ﬁle extension actually containing another audio format! This may happen, for instance, if you
choose to extract AC3 from an *.mpg ﬁle that actually contains another audio format. AVConvert cannot
determine or guess what type of audio is present in a video ﬁle. It will simply extract the audio and add the
ﬁle extension which corresponds to the selected extrac!on op!on. As men!oned above, make sure to use
MediaInfo to determine the exact audio format present in a video ﬁle prior to launching the extrac!on
process.

•

If the DOS conversion process window closes immediately aHer trying to convert a source video to one of the
MKV op!ons, conversion has failed because FFmpeg is unable to simply copy the original audio data. Please
retry the conversion process choosing the op!on that addi!onally reads "AAC" behind the video dimension.
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Obviously, in this case, the audio stream will get recompressed but at least you will get a video with the
desired dimension and with sound.
•

If you want to convert *.m4v ﬁles, rename them to *.mp4 prior to the conversion. Please note that this trick
will probably not work with copyright-protected media ﬁles.

•

In order to make usage as fast and as easy as possible, conversion parameters have been pre-conﬁgured so
that the resul!ng ﬁles are either not re-compressed at all (true for all op!ons that extract audio from a video
ﬁle or convert one uncompressed audio format to another uncompressed audio format) or the resul!ng ﬁle's
quality will show only very li'le re-compression artefacts. Bit rates have been chosen to produce fairly small
output ﬁle sizes with decent quality.

•

In case a desired target audio format op!on is not shown in the context menu of a par!cular audio ﬁle type,
convert the ﬁle to wav ﬁrst and then convert the wav ﬁle to the desired target format.

•

If AVConvert doesn't work, your opera!ng system might be 32 bit Windows. AVConvert comes with the 64 bit
sta!c ﬀmpeg.exe and requires 64 bit Windows. On 32 bit Windows machines, you have to replace the version
provided by AVConvert with the 32 bit one that can be found on the Internet.

Donaon
I'm providing this u!lity free of charge. However, if you ﬁnd it useful, please consider dona!ng an amount of your
choice by hi3ng the PayPal bu'on on my VST plugin web page:
h'ps://www.audioworld.de/AudioWorld%20AVConvert_e.php
Transac!on page ID will read: YQRRP2HQ5CQN2
Payment reference: AW VST plugin
Any amount is appreciated. Thank you in advance!

Known issues
•

if you want to use special characters in text inser!ons (some special European characters like ä, ö, é, ß and
similar), please make sure to set the ﬁle encoding type to "UTF-8" in the save dialogue of the Windows plain
text editor. Else the some characters might not show at all or they are replaced by gibberish.

•

Conversion of *.mpg and *.vob source ﬁles containing DVD mpeg video and mp2 audio will probably fail for
unknown reasons. Convert those ﬁles with a free third-party app like "Video to Video".

•

some conversion processes involving OGG Vorbis audio may fail for unknown reasons.

Important disclaimer
This soLware is provided as is in the hope that it will be useful. USE IT AT YOUR OWN RISK!
Make sure to thoroughly check the processed media ﬁles before dele!ng your precious source ﬁles!
I refuse any liability for nega!ve side-eﬀects following the use of this soLware like ﬁle corrup!on, computer
malfunc!ons or data loss!

Contact
sonicaxiom@online.de
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